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BDB remains useful.1 While HALOT is more up to date, and should be consulted for publishing 

or anything serious, BDB works well for week to week preaching and teaching. The newer 

CDCH is good, but provides less scriptural references. Theological dictionaries (NIDOTTE, 

TDOT, TWOT) do not replace standard dictionaries, but with caution supplement them.2 Since 

BDB is available inexpensively and online there is no need to use substandard dictionaries.3  

 

(1) Look up the root. 

One challenge and benefit of BDB is that it is arranged alphabetically by roots not words. 

The challenge is that if the word is spelled differently than its root it could be hard to 

locate. The student should secure an index for such moments and avoid wasting time.4   

(2) Compare other terms based on the same root, located before and/or after the entry of the word 

being studied (verbs of root listed before nouns). This is a great benefit of arrangement by root, 

so long as students avoid making clever false connections.  

(3) Use abbreviation glossary in front of BDB to interpret entries.5  

(4) Remember “meanings” are not “in” words, but are functions of terms within given contexts. 

● The categorizations of glosses in BDB entries are descriptive of how the editors think 

terms function within certain kinds of contexts. The categories are not perfect. They are a 

good place to start to see how the use of the term in question works this way in one 

context versus that way in another.  

● Evaluate both the category in which the use of the term in question fits as well as the 

criteria for distinguishing sub-categories.  

● Interpreters should not pick the gloss they want (from the entry’s glossary—set of 

suggested potential glosses). Interpreters use BDB’s glosses as a starting point for 

evaluating the semantic function of the term in a given context. In that sense, the set of 

glosses within an entry operates something like a suggested semantic range of a term.  

Here’s an artificial example of the kinds of mistakes preachers and teachers can 

make by being too clever. The term “hard” in English can refer to things that are 

challenging to comprehend. Thus, hardback books refer to books that are 

complicated. Thus, when we read Dr. Seuss in hardback we are advanced. When 

preachers or teachers say that a given term can mean this or that, and then say it 

means that and this even when it is in this context they obscure meaning.  

(5) Use the list of passages collated into the subcategory with the use of the term in question to 

examine how the term is functioning in this passage. Looking these passages up and studying 

parallel uses is one of the most valuable outcomes of using a dictionary. Comparing targeted 

analogous functions of the term potentially offers significant interpretive gains.   

(6) Think connectedly. Consider other examples with similar and different subjects, forms, and 

with the same and different prepositions, and so on. BDB entries include examples of all this.  

                                                 
1 Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament, eds. Francis Brown, et al, trans. Edward Robinson (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, 1906) 
2 For full references, see http://www.scriptureworkshop.com/bibliography/biblio_bh.pdf 
3 For online versions of BDB see http://scriptureworkshop.com/bh/x/library/ 
4 The 1979 Hendrickson reprint contains an index in the back, see The New Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew 

and English Lexicon (ed. Francis Brown, et al; trans. Edward Robinson; Hendrickson, 1979). 
5 See http://scriptureworkshop.com/bh/x/library/bdb_abbreviations.pdf   
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